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We present triple-axis neutron scattering studies of low-energy magnetic fluctuations in strongly underdoped
La2−xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.05, 0.06 and 0.07, providing quantitative evidence for a direct competition between
these fluctuations and superconductivity. At dopings x = 0.06 and x = 0.07, three-dimensional superconduc-
tivity is found, while only a very weak signature of two-dimensional superconductivity residing in the CuO2

planes is detectable for x = 0.05. We find a surprising suppression of the low-energy fluctuations by an external
magnetic field at all three dopings. This implies that the response of two-dimensional superconductivity to a
magnetic field is similar to that of a bulk superconductor. Our results provide direct evidence of a very gradual
onset of superconductivity in cuprates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.107.174514

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of unconventional superconductivity is
closely connected to other electronic ordering phenomena,
such as spin- and charge-density modulations [1]. In the
simplest family of cuprate superconductors, antiferromag-
netic order of the insulating parent compound La2CuO4 is
suppressed by doping, and superconductivity emerges upon
further doping [2,3]. In the low-doping regime, spin- and
charge-stripe order coexist with superconductivity and here,
superconducting critical temperatures remain modest with
Tc � 20 K. In general, low-energy magnetic fluctuations
appear to be antagonists to superconductivity [4] and the
opening of a gap in the magnetic energy spectrum is observed
in cuprate superconductors only when these become doped to
optimal critical temperature. For La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO), this
happens at a doping of x � 0.14 [5,6].

An external magnetic field applied to optimally doped
LSCO generates in-gap states [7] and eventually completely
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closes the superconducting gap [5]. In contrast, moderately
underdoped LSCO (x ∼ 0.10) shows no spin gap and no
field effect on the low-temperature, low-energy excitations
[8]. While there is consensus that optimally doped cuprates
exhibit homogeneous d-wave superconductivity [9], the
nature of superconductivity within the stripe-ordered phase
on the underdoped side of the phase diagram is still being
debated; is superconductivity phase separated from stripe-
ordered regions or do these coexist? Coexistence of stripes
and superconducting order, in which the latter is spatially
modulated to accommodate the spin stripes, is found in
La2−xBaxCuO4 (LBCO) [2,10–12]. This phase, called the
pair-density-wave (PDW) phase, was also proposed on the-
oretical grounds in order to describe multiple intertwined or-
ders in the low-doping regime of the cuprates [13–15]. Phase-
sensitive signatures of the PDW phase in LBCO was recently
presented in Ref. [11]. In this material, the onset of diamag-
netism occurs at temperatures above the bulk Tc for magnetic
fields applied perpendicular to the CuO2 planes [10]. For mag-
netic fields parallel to the planes, no diamagnetism is observed
which is interpreted as an interplanar frustration of the Joseph-
son coupling preventing three-dimensional d-wave supercon-
ductivity from developing. Besides the growing evidence of a
PDW phase in LBCO, scanning tunneling microscopy on the
related material, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x, found direct evidence of
a modulated superconducting order parameter [18].

It is tempting to ask if spatially modulated supercon-
ductivity is a universal player encountered on the route to
superconductivity in the cuprate family. To approach this
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FIG. 1. The evolution of magnetic order, low-energy fluctuations
and superconducting Tc as a function of doping. Tc of our crystals
(determined from SQUID measurements) is shown in magenta and
the change in magnetic order and low-energy fluctuations (h̄ω =
0.8 meV), quantified by the neutron scattering spectral weight, is
shown by blue triangles and green squares, respectively. The gray
line displays the evolution of Tc as determined in Refs. [7,8,16,17].

question, we focus on LSCO in the underdoped region near
the onset of superconductivity (xc = 0.055) [19].

We first show that, for x < xc, this material displays weak
two-dimensional superconducting correlations, a precursor to
bulk superconductivity occurring at doping values above xc.
Next, we study the low-energy magnetic fluctuations and
magnetic order using neutron scattering. Figure 1 shows one
of our main findings: The elastic and low-energy inelastic
(0.8 meV) spin correlation functions as a function of doping,
together with the superconducting transition temperatures. It
is clear that both the elastic and inelastic neutron signals
drastically decrease at the onset of superconductivity. This is
direct evidence of competition between superconductivity and
low-energy fluctuations.

Finally, we show that the response to an external magnetic
field does not depend on whether bulk superconductivity is
established in the material or not. Our results provide evidence
of a very gradual emergence—rather than an abrupt onset—of
superconductivity in LSCO.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We investigated three LSCO crystals with nominal dopings
of x = 0.05 (LSCO5), 0.06 (LSCO6), and 0.07 (LSCO7). The
crystals were grown by the traveling-solvent floating-zone
method [20], and the precise doping was inferred from the
transition temperature between the high-temperature tetrag-
onal and the low-temperature orthorhombic phases [21],
yielding x = 0.050(2), 0.0664(6), and 0.0753(3), for LSCO5,
LSCO6, and LSCO7, respectively. In the crystal with the
lowest doping, LSCO5, susceptibility measurements in a mag-
netic field applied perpendicular to the CuO2 planes find a
weak but clear diamagnetic response (blue data points in
Fig. 2). We interpret this as the formation of screening currents
within the CuO2 planes in small parts of the sample at tem-
peratures below 4.2 ± 0.3 K, consistent with previous reports
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FIG. 2. Magnetic volume susceptibility measured in LSCO5
with a small magnetic field (H = 2 mT) applied parallel and per-
pendicular to the (a, b) plane. These measurements were performed
while heating, preceded by zero field cooling (ZFC). A weak dia-
magnetic response sets in at the characteristic temperature of 4.2 ±
0.3 K displayed by the dotted red line.

on the presence of superconducting fluctuations in under-
doped cuprates [22,23]. On the other hand, superconducting
correlations between the planes are strongly suppressed and
only an extremely weak response is found for fields applied
parallel to the CuO2 planes (orange data points in Fig. 2).
This response is most likely caused by a minor misalignment,
resulting in a small field component perpendicular to the
planes. More details are given in the Supplemental Material
(SM) [24]. The superconducting transition temperatures of
LSCO6 (Tc = 7.0 ± 0.4 K) and LSCO7 (Tc = 13.6 ± 0.2 K)
are determined from susceptibility measurements on small,
crushed pieces of the corresponding large single crystals used
for the neutron studies presented throughout this paper, see the
SM for more details [24]. For both samples, we find that the
diamagnetic response is far from that of a perfect diamagnet
at T = 2 K, indicating that a sizable fraction of the samples
remains nonsuperconducting at this temperature. The increase
of Tc upon doping is shown by the magenta points and the
gray curve in Fig. 1. Critical temperatures at higher doping
values are inferred from the literature [7,8,16,17]. We note
that the width of the line is a reflection of the spread in the
reported Tc values. To study the incommensurate magnetic
order and fluctuations, we performed several experiments on
the cold neutron triple-axis spectrometer ThALES [25] at
Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) [26–29]. We used the standard
setting of the instrument, employing a velocity selector before
the doubly focusing monochromator to suppress second-order
contamination and a Beryllium-filter before the horizontally
focusing analyzer to reduce background. No collimation was
used. In addition, we performed one experiment on the ther-
mal triple-axis spectrometer IN8 at ILL [30], using a Si(111)
monochromator, see the SM [24] for details.

The samples were placed in 10 T (LSCO5 and LSCO7) and
15 T (LSCO6) vertical field cryomagnets and slowly cooled
with a 1 K/min rate down to 100 K and fast cooled afterwards.
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FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Spin correlation S(Q) of background subtracted elastic signals with (purple) and without (blue) applied magnetic field
of the samples LSCO5, LSCO6, and LSCO7, respectively. The solid lines are Gaussian fits as explained in the text. (d)–(f) Brillouin Zone
averaged dynamic susceptibility χ ′′(ω) measured at 2 K at zero field (blue circles) with an applied magnetic field of 10 T (purple circles), and
at 40 K at zero field (orange circles) and with an applied magnetic field of 10 T (green circles). For the LSCO6 sample, the magnetic field was
14.9 T (represented by the filled purple circles). The inset in (d) illustrates the scan direction used for the LSCO5 sample, while the inset in (f)
shows the scan direction for the LSCO6 and LSCO7 samples.

The outgoing wave vector, kf = 1.55 Å−1, was kept constant
across the different experiments, since this value was found
to be free of unwanted double scattering events [31]. Dur-
ing data acquisition on ThALES, the energy resolution was
�E ∼ 0.15 meV (FWHM) in the elastic condition and in-
creased up to ∼0.3 meV for the inelastic scans, depending
on the energy transfer. In the standard focusing condition
applied in these experiments, the momentum resolution in the
horizontal scattering plane was �Q ∼ 0.02 Å−1.

With the c axis vertical, scattering wave vectors Q =
(h, k, 0) were accessible in the horizontal scattering plane.
Wave vectors are expressed in units of (2π/a, 2π/b, 2π/c)
with the measured low-temperature lattice parameters a ≈
5.38 Å, b ≈ 5.39 Å, and c ≈ 13.2 Å in the orthorhombic
setting (space group Bmab, I4/mmm above structural ordering
temperature TN ), depending on doping. At doping values of
x � 0.06, incommensurate magnetic order and low-energy
fluctuations can be observed at Q = (1 ± δ, 0, 0), (0, 1 ±
δ, 0). At higher doping values, above the onset of bulk super-
conductivity, a 45◦ rotation of the magnetic ordering vector
occurs, i.e., Q = (1 ± δ,±δ, 0), (±δ, 1 ± δ, 0) [21], see the
insets in Figs. 3(d) and 3(f), and the SM for details [24].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although the incommensurability, δ, is very small in the
doping regime of this work, we were able to distinguish the

incommensurate peaks in all our samples, see Figs. 3(a)–3(c).
All data were fitted with the same double Gaussian model
with equal amplitudes and widths for the two peaks. The data
were normalized to absolute units using the intensity of the
acoustic phonons following the procedure proposed by Xu
et al. [32]. This allows for a direct quantitative comparison
between generalized magnetic susceptibilities of samples of
different doping. Note that the signal from the LSCO5 sample
is roughly twice as large as in the crystals of higher dopings.
In regard to the low-energy magnetic fluctuations, we likewise
observe that LSCO5 shows a generalized spin susceptibility
that is approximately twice as large as in LSCO6 and LSCO7,
see Figs. 3(d)–3(f). No gap opening occurs down to the lowest
energy transfers measured, h̄ω = 0.4 meV, in any of the crys-
tals. This behavior is reminiscent of other cuprate materials
that display static order, see for example Refs. [8,12,17,33–
38]. The absence of a gap, together with the absence of a
resonance at higher energies (see Fig. 4 and the discussion
below), is compatible with superconductivity in the form of a
PDW [12,13].

To further investigate the magnetic behavior in all three
crystals, we applied a magnetic field perpendicular to the
CuO2 planes. This causes a clear enhancement of the static
signal in LSCO7, see Fig. 3(c), while no discernible effect is
seen in the static magnetic signal in LSCO5 and LSCO6, as
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This leads to the conclusion that
the field effect in the elastic channel is largest for the crystal
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FIG. 4. The effect of a magnetic field on the high-energy fluctua-
tions in LSCO5 measured with neutron scattering at 2 K. Each point
is obtained by subtracting the signal at 0 T from the signal at 10 T
and integrating over Q.

that displays the largest superconducting volume fraction. On
the other hand, the field effect in the inelastic channel is very
similar in all three samples, where we observe a clear decrease
of the dynamic susceptibility, χ ′′(ω), for h̄ω < 2 meV, see
Figs. 3(d) and 3(f). This suppression is present at base temper-
ature, whereas the low-energy susceptibility is independent of
field at T = 40 K.

This leaves us with the remarkable observation that the
low-energy response is similar in all samples, albeit differ-
ent in overall magnitude, regardless of whether a coherent
superconducting phase is present or not. This is surprising,
given the clear difference of the magnetic field effect on the
static signal of the different samples. In LSCO7, the magnetic
field suppression of the inelastic signal goes along with an
enhancement of the static signal, see Fig. 3(c). Such behav-
ior can generally be interpreted as the slowing-down of spin
fluctuations inside vortices of the CuO2 planes. Intriguingly,
our static measurements in LSCO5 or LSCO6 show no such
effects. The vortex picture is thus insufficient to explain the
data in the case of LSCO5 and LSCO6 and it would be of
interest to further investigate what happens to the sub-meV
spin fluctuations in this region of the superconducting dome.
This will be pursued in future work. For completeness, we
have demonstrated that for LSCO5, no spectral weight trans-
fer occurs towards higher energies up to 50 meV, see Fig. 4.

For LSCO7, the temperature dependence of the magnetic
field effect on the elastic and inelastic signals is shown in
Fig. 5. This reveals that the onset of the field enhancement in
the elastic channel occurs at Tfield � 25 K, well above Tc. The
field-induced suppression of the fluctuations at h̄ω = 0.8 meV
occurs at the same temperature. This indicates a spectral
weight shift from the low-energy magnetic excitations to the
elastic channel.

A possible interpretation of the fact that Tfield > Tc is that
two-dimensional superconducting correlations are present at
temperatures above Tc. Indeed, in the x = 0.07 doped crystal
investigated in Ref. [35], the diamagnetic response for in-

0 meV
0.8 meV

0.8 meV

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the field effect on magnetic
order and fluctuations (h̄ω = 0.8 meV) in (a) LSCO7 at QIC =
(0.93, 0.07, 0) and (b) LSCO5 at QIC = (0.95, 0.05, 0). The data is
shown as point-by-point subtraction of the Brillouin Zone averaged
spin correlation function at zero field from that at 10 T. The inset in
(a) shows the 0.8 meV data on a smaller scale. The vertical dashed
lines denote Tc, and solid lines are guides to the eye.

plane fields occurs prior to the onset of three-dimensional
superconductivity. In LSCO5, the onset of the field suppres-
sion of the inelastic fluctuations occurs at T � 20 K, see
Fig. 5. This is above the temperature where we observe a
drop in the out-of-plane susceptibility indicating that the field
effect in LSCO5 is not directly linked to two-dimensional
superconducting fluctuations. The general suppression of
magnetic fluctuations with field in the underdoped crystals
might therefore be due to another, yet unrevealed, com-
mon feature in the low-energy correlations. We provide
details of the temperature-dependence experiments in the
SM [24]. Our findings point toward a gradual emergence of
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superconductivity in the underdoped part of the phase diagram
both as a function of cooling and as a function of doping.
In both cases, two-dimensional superconducting correlations
could be the common precursor. Interestingly, a magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the CuO2 planes suppresses
the low-energy fluctuations in all three underdoped samples.
At the two lowest dopings this is not accompanied by an
increase in the static order. These observations are in contrast
to what is seen in LSCO of higher dopings where there is
solid evidence for strengthening of stripe order and enhancing
of low-energy fluctuations upon application of field, see e.g.,
Refs. [5,7,39,40].

We speculate that the suppression we observe in the
low-energy fluctuations is related to the presence of two-
dimensional superconducting correlations and a magnetic
ordering phenomena which is closely tied to these, as would
be the case for a PDW state. However, the details of the mech-
anism behind the common field-suppression of the low-energy
fluctuations remain intriguing. It would be interesting to inves-
tigate whether the onset temperature of the fieldsuppression
of the fluctuations and field-enhancement of the static signal
depends on the strength of the magnetic field. This would be
exposed if repeating the measurements presented in Fig. 5 at
different magnetic fields between 0 and 10 T.

Lastly, we discuss our findings in relation to other members
of the cuprate family. The oxygen-doped cuprate compound
La2CuO4+y with a much higher Tc = 42 K also displays
an ungapped spectrum [41,42] and a weak magnetic field
suppression of the low-energy fluctuations [38]. A similar
behavior was also found in underdoped YBa2Cu3O6.45 with
Tc = 35 K [34]. Common for the above-mentioned systems,
as well as for LBCO [43], is that low-energy fluctuations
become prominent at low temperatures (T < Tc) and sup-
pressed by an applied magnetic field. Notably, this behavior is
observed for cuprates at vastly different positions in the phase
diagram and could be compatible with a PDW state. However,
we also note that a recent study of YBCO found no conclusive
evidence of a PDW state [44].

IV. CONCLUSION

We observe a gradual emergence of superconductivity in
the underdoped part of the phase diagram of LSCO manifested
as an onset of 2D superconducting correlations at the smallest
doping, where no bulk SC is observed (LSCO5), and changes
in the magnetic spectrum upon application of a magnetic
field at elevated temperatures, T > Tc, in samples where bulk
SC is observed (LSCO7). If 2D correlations are a common
precursor, this could point toward the existence of a PDW
state, as would be furthermore supported by the absence of a
spin gap in all of our underdoped samples. Based on this, we
propose that the emergence of superconductivity involves both
PDW and gradually larger uniform d-wave superconducting
regions which are phase-separated from the stripe-ordered
regions. The ratio between the two superconducting phases
can be tuned by varying the strontium doping of the samples.
We highlight the observation that a similar response to a
magnetic field is observed across the cuprate family, and that
the gradual emergence of superconductivity involving the de-
velopment of two-dimensional correlations prior to the homo-
geneous d-wave phase could likewise be universal across the
cuprates.
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